Foundations  Level I

Writing (WR)

BCM 1420 - Informational Writing
ENGL 1050 - Foundations in Written Communication
IEE 1020 - Tech Communication

Oral and Digital Communication (ODC)

AE 2610 - Intro to Aerospace Engineering
BCM 2520 - Prof Oral and Digital Communication
BUS 1750 - Business Enterprise
COM 1000 - Com and Community Engagement
COM 1040 - Public Speaking
COM 2040 - Workplace & Professional Communication
ECE 2210 - Electronics I
EDLD 2000 - Leadership in a Changing World
FCS 2250 - Computer Applications
GEOG 2650 - Digital Earth: Geospatial Technology
IEE 2610 - Engr Statistics
ME 2615 - Intro to Mech Engineering
PHIL 1100 - Inquiry, Argument, and Debate

Quantitative Literacy (QL)

ACTY 1010 - Entrepreneurial Found. in ACTY
ACTY 2100 - Intro to Fin Actng & Analysis
CIS 1020 - Intro Bus Comp & Data Analysis
ECON 2010 - Principles Of Microeconomics
ECON 2020 - Principles Of Macroeconomics
MATH 1140 - Essential Quant Reasoning
MATH 1160 - Finite Math/Applic
MATH 1180 - Precalculus Math
MATH 1220 - Calculus I
MATH 1700 - Calculus I, Sci & Engineering
MATH 2000 - Calculus With Applic
MATH 2650 - Prob&stat Elem/Mid Sch Tchr
MUS 2220 - Computer Music Design
PHIL 2250 - Deductive Logic
STAT 1600 - Discovery with Data
STAT 2600 - Data Analysis Using R

Inquiry and Engagement (IE)

AAAS 2000 - Intro to Af Amer/African Studies
AAAS 2100 - Forms of Black Consciousness
ANTH 1100 - Lost Worlds/Archeol
ANTH 1200 - Peoples Of The World
ART 1200 - Introduction To Art
ART 1300 - 3D Studio Experience
ART 1400 - 2D Studio Experience
ART 1480 - Direct Encounter/Art
CLAS 1500 - Classical Greek & Roman Mythlgy
COM 2000 - Human Communication Theory
COM 2410 - Film Communication
DANC 1450 - Experiencing Dance
ECON 1020 - Economics in Our Daily Lives
ENGL 1080 - Listening as Inquiry
ENGL 1120 - Literary Classics
ENGL 2080 - Literature In Our Lives
ENVS 1000 - Climate Challenges & Solutions
ES 2800 - Human Flourishing & Happiness
FCS 1030 - Lifespan Development
FCS 1090 - Envision a Sustainable Life
GRN 1000 - Introduction to Aging Studies
GWS 1000 - Media And The Sexes
HISP 1240 - Amerindian Lang and Cultures
HIST 1000 - Early Western World
HIST 1010 - Modern Western World
HIST 1450 - Heroes/Villains In Mid Ages
HIST 2100 - Amer Hist To 1877
HIST 2110 - Amer Hist Since 1877
HSV 2250 - Lifespan Development
LANG 1750 - Intercultural Odyssey
MUS 1500 - Music Apprec-Live
PHIL 2000 - Intro To Philosophy
PHIL 2100 - Contemp Problems in Ethics
PHIL 2200 - Critical Thinking
PSCI 1050 - Critical Thinking/Politics
PSCI 2000 - National Government
PSCI 2400 - Comparative Politics
PSCI 2500 - Internatl Relations
REL 1050 - What is Religion Today?
SOC 2000 - Prin Of Sociology
SWRK 1000 - Intr-Social Service
SWRK 2100 - Introduction to Social Work: A
THEA 1000 - Love, Politics & Entertainment
THEA 1700 - Script Analysis
Exploration & Discovery  Level II

Personal Wellness (PW)
ADA 2250 - Drug Use: Per/Soc Impact
CECP 3700 – Intro. to Career Planning and Devt (DI)
CECP 3800 - Personal Growth and Development through the Lifespan (DI)
COM 1700 - Interpersonal Comm I
ECON 3180 - The Economics of Medical Care
ENGL 3080 - Quest for Self
FIN 2010 - Personal Finance
HOL 1000 - Choices In Living [DI]
HOL 2801 - Health and Well Being
HPHE 1110 - Healthy Living
HPHE 1701 - Hlth & Wellness Practices [PS]
PSY 4630 - Health Psychology
REL 3600 - The Art of Living: Traditions of Self-Cult.

World Language and Culture (WLC)
ARAB 1010 - Basic Arabic 2
ART 2220 - Africa, Oceania, Americas
ART 2230 - Intro To Asian Art History
CHIN 1010 - Basic Chinese II
ENGL 3140 - African Literature
ENGL 3160 - Storytellers
ENGL 3170 - Stories of the Other [DI]
FREN 1010 - Basic French II
GER 1010 - Basic German II
GIST 2000 - Global & International Studies
GREK 1010 – Basic Greek II
HIST 2020 - World History to 1500 [DI]
HIST 2030 - World History Since 1500
HIST 3760 - Modern East Asia
HIST 3850 - Modern Middle East
HNRS 2500 - Social & Behavioral Sciences
IPE 3050 - Stud Abrd/Global Learn in H&HS [DI]
JPNS 1010 - Basic Japanese II
LAT 1010 - Basic Latin II
MDVL 2000 - Voices of the Middle Ages
REL 2050 - Christianity
REL 2100 - Religions of the World
REL 2630 - Asian Religions[PS]
REL 2786 – The Qur’an
SIGN 1020 - American Sign Language II [DI]
SPAN 1010 - Basic Spanish II
SPAN 2000 - Intermed Spanish I
SPAN 2010 - Intermed Spanish II

Artistic Theory and Practice (ATP)
ANTH 3010 - Anthropology Through Film
ART 2210 - Modern and Postmodern
CHIN 2800 - Chinese Calligraphy
ED 2300 - Nature Of Creativity
ENGL 1100 - Literary Interp
ENGL 2100 - Film Interpretation
ENGL 2520 - Shakespeare
ENGL 2660 - Writing-Fict/Poetry
ENGL 2810 - Youth Literature & Culture
HISP 3390 - Contemporary Latin America
HIST 3010 – Modern Arts and Ideas
HIST 3015 - History and Film
HIST 3150 - Pop Art-Arch In Amer
HNRS 3202 - Modernism in Art and Lit
HNRS 3210 – Ecosystems Services
HNRS 3302 - Civil Rights & Jazz, 1950-1975 [DI]
MUS 1510 - Jazz in America[DI]
MUS 1520 - Rock Music: Genesis & Devel [DI]
MUS 4500 - Mus Apprec: Symphony
PHIL 3120 - Philosophy Of Art
SPAN 3250 - Intro Study Span Lit
THEA 1450 - Beginning Acting
THEA 3720 - Mus Thea: Oklahoma to Hamilton

Scientific Literacy with a Lab (LS)
ANTH 2500 - Intro Biological Anthropology
ANTH 2510 - Forensic Anthropology
BIOS 1050 - Environmental Biology [PS]
BIOS 1120 - Principles Of Biology
BIOS 1980 - Human Form and Function
CHEM 1100 - General Chemistry I [PS]
CHEM 1110 - General Chemistry Lab I [PS]
CHEM 1900 - Evolution of Life
GEOS 1000 - Dynamic Earth
GEOS 1020 - Planetary Geology
GEOS 1300 - Physical Geology
GEOS 1900 - Evolution of Life
GPS 1500 - Intro Graphic & Printing Sci[ PS]
PHYS 1000 - How Things Work
PHYS 1040 - Intro To Sky And Solar System
PHYS 1060 - Intro To Stars And Galaxies
PHYS 1070 - Elementary Physics
PHYS 1130 - General Physics I
PHYS 2050 - University Physics I
PSY 3601 - Adv Operant Lab
Science and Technology (ST)
ANTH 1500 - Race, Biology, And Culture [DI]
ANTH 2100 - Introd To Archeology
ART 2900 - The Skilled Observer
AVS 1200 - Introduction To Aviation
CHEG 2611 - Environmental Engineering I [PS]
CIS 2640 - Applied Analytics Foundations
COM 2400 - Intro To Media & Telecom
ECON 2190 - Econ Principles Sustainability [PS]
EDMM 1500 - Intro Manufacturing[PS]
ENVS 1050 - Perspectives on Sustainability [PS]
GEOG 1000 - World Ecology Prblms[PS]
GEOG 2440 - Economic Geography
GEOG 3010 - Fundamentals of GIS[PS]
GEOG 3030 - Geographic Inquiry
GEOG 3060 - Climate:Past,Present,&Future [PS]
GEOG 3500 - Conserv/Environ Mgmt[PS]
GEOS 1050 - Dinosaurs
GEOS 1200 - Climate Change Geol Perspectiv [PS]
GEOS 1440 - Environmental Earth Science
GEOS 1500 - Earth Hazards and Disasters
GEOS 3120 - Geol Natl Pks/Monumt
GWS 3220 - Ocean Systems
GWS 3400 - Race, Gender and Science [DI]
HIST 3180 - American Environmental Hist [PS]
HNRS 3701 - Technology in the Arts
IEEE 3100 - Engineering Economy [PS]
ME 2320 - Thermodynamics I
MUS 3811 - Your Brain on Music
PHIL 3160 - Ethics In Engineering & Tech[ PS]
PHIL 3340 - Biomedical Ethics
PHIL 3350 - Medical Humanities
PHYS 1020 - Energy And The Environment [PS]
PSY 1000 - General Psychology
PSY 1400 - Intro to Behavior Analysis
SCI 1600 - Explorations in Integ Science
SPAN 3240 - Intro Study Span Ling
STAT 2160 - Business Statistics
STAT 3660 - Data Analysis for Biosciences
THEA 3600 - Technology in the Arts

Societies and Culture (SC)
AAAS 2800 - Topics and themes in AAAS [DI]
AAAS 3000 - Af&AfAm Hist,Cult,Exp to 1865 [DI]
AAAS 3010 - AfAm Hist,Cult,Exp 1866-Prsnt [DI]
ADA 3410 - Diversity and Substance Abuse [DI]
ANTH 2400 - Princip Of Cult Anthro[PS]
ANTH 3440 - Indigenous North America [DI]
ARAB 2750 - Life/Culture Of The Arabs
ART 2200 - Caves to Cathedrals
BUS 2200 - Introductn To Global Business
CHIN 2750 - Chinese Life And Culture
CHIN 2760 - Contemporary China
CLAS 2500 - Power and Morality
COM 3070 - Freedom Of Expression
COM 3400 - Global Media Literacy
ECON 3090 - Economics of Gender and Race [DI]
ECON 3890 - Latin American Economies [DI]
ENGL 3820 - Lit For The Young Child
FCS 2170 - Diverse Children,Fmlies,&Comm [DI]
GEOG 1000 - World Ecology Prblms[PS]
GEOG 2440 - Economic Geography
GEOG 3010 - Fundamentals of GIS[PS]
GEOG 3030 - Geographic Inquiry
GEOG 3060 - Climate:Past,Present,&Future [PS]
GEOG 3500 - Conserv/Environ Mgmt[PS]
GEOG 3500 - Conserv/Environ Mgmt[PS]
GEOG 3701 - -Diverse Children,Fmlies,&Comm [DI]
HIST 3180 - American Environmental Hist [PS]
HNRS 3701 - Technology in the Arts
IEEE 3100 - Engineering Economy [PS]
ME 2320 - Thermodynamics I
MUS 3811 - Your Brain on Music
PHIL 3160 - Ethics In Engineering & Tech[ PS]
PHIL 3340 - Biomedical Ethics
PHIL 3350 - Medical Humanities
PHYS 1020 - Energy And The Environment [PS]
PSY 1000 - General Psychology
PSY 1400 - Intro to Behavior Analysis
SCI 1600 - Explorations in Integ Science
SPAN 3240 - Intro Study Span Ling
STAT 2160 - Business Statistics
STAT 3660 - Data Analysis for Biosciences
THEA 3600 - Technology in the Arts
Cont- Societies and Culture (SC)
SPAN 3230 – Life & culture Spanish America [DI]
SLHS 2000 – Intr to Communication Disorders
SWRK 3330 - Cult/Ethn/Inst Swrk Practice [DI]
THEA 1050 - Af Americans in Thea & Media [DI]

Global Perspectives (GP)
AACT 3910 – Global Sustainability Acct. & Reporting [DI]
ANTH 3400 - World Cultures [PS]
ANTH 3580 - African Diaspora: The Americas
ART 4210 - Medieval Foreign Encounters [DI]
BUS 3961 - Sustainability Study Abroad [PS]
CEHD 3050- Study Abroad in Global Education (DI)
CLAS 3750 - Classics in Global Perspective
ECON 3800 - International Economics
ENGL 4120 - Climate Change and Culture
ENGL 4160 - Women In Literature [DI]
ENVS 4120 - Climate Change and Culture
ENVS 4160 - Worlds of Waste and Recycling [PS]
FCS 3150 - Global Ecology Of The Family [DI]
GEOG 3400 - Cultural Tourism (DI)
GEOG 3550 – Cont. Issues in Resource Mgmt.
GEOG 3800 – US and Canada
GEOG 3810 - South America [PS]
GEOG 3820 - Mexico & Caribbean [PS]
GEOG 3860 - Geography of Africa [PS]
GEOG 3900 - China, Japan, And Korea
GER 3280 - Fear of the Other: Xeno. and the Holocaust
GWS 3200 - Women, Global & Social Change [DI]
GWS 3480 - Gender & Plastic Bodies [DI]
HIST 3300 - Canadian History & Culture
HIST 3310 - Queer History [DI]
HIST 3764 - Modern Japan [DI]
HIST 3780 - The Holocaust
HIST 3880 - African Civilization
HNS 4102 - Film Adaptations
LANG 3750 - Global Issues through Lit/Film
PHIL 3110 - Political Philosophy
PSY 3456 - Behavioral Appr Sustainability [PS]

Local & National Perspectives (LNP)
PSCI 4220 - Civil Rights and Liberties
PSCI 4240 - Environmental Law [PS]
PSY 3456 - Behavioral Appr Sustainability [PS]

Cont- Local & National Perspectives (LNP)
PSCI 4220 - Civil Rights and Liberties
PSCI 4240 - Environmental Law [PS]
PSY 3456 - Behavioral Appr Sustainability [PS]

Connections  Level III

Local & National Perspectives (LNP)
AAAS 3100 - Black Woman: Persp & Status [DI]
AAAS 3140 - The Black Community: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives [DI]
AE 4800 - Aerospace Engineering Project
AE 4805 - Aerospace Engineering Project/International
ANTH 3470 - Ethnicity/Multiculturalism [DI]
BLS 3050 - Intro Adults With Disabilities [DI]
CCE 4850 - CCE Senior Design Project [PS]
CHEG 4870 - Senior Design Project
COM 4300 - Persuasion/Social Influence
CS 4910 - Soft Sys Dev I: Impl, Test
DANC 4850 - Race, Gender, and Dance [DI]
ENGL 3750 - Writing in the Sciences
ENGL 4160 - Gender And Law [DI]
GEOG 3400 - Cultural Tourism (DI)
GEOG 3550 – Cont. Issues in Resource Mgmt.
GEOG 3800 – US and Canada
GEOG 3810 - South America [PS]
GEOG 3820 - Mexico & Caribbean [PS]
GEOG 3860 - Geography of Africa [PS]
GEOG 3900 - China, Japan, And Korea
GER 3280 - Fear of the Other: Xeno. and the Holocaust
GWS 3200 - Women, Global & Social Change [DI]
GWS 3480 - Gender & Plastic Bodies [DI]
HIST 3300 - Canadian History & Culture
HIST 3310 - Queer History [DI]
HIST 3764 - Modern Japan [DI]
HIST 3780 - The Holocaust
HIST 3880 - African Civilization
HNS 4102 - Film Adaptations
LANG 3750 - Global Issues through Lit/Film
PHIL 3110 - Political Philosophy
PSY 3456 - Behavioral Appr Sustainability [PS]
Diversity & Inclusion SLO (DI)
AAAS 2800 - Topics and themes in AAAS[DI]
AAAS 3000 - Af&AfAm Hist,Cult,Exp to 1865[DI]
AAAS 3010 - AfAm Hist,Cult,Exp 1866-Prsent[DI]
AAAS 3100 - Black Women: Persp & Status[DI]
AAAS 3140 - The Black Community: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (DI)
AAAS 3900 - Women Writers Contend Black Lit[DI]
ADA 3410 - Diversity and Substance Abuse[DI]
ANTH 1500 - Race, Biology, And Culture[DI]
ANTH 3440 - Indigenous North America[DI]
ANTH 3470 - Ethnicity/Multiculturalism[DI]
ART 4210 - Medieval Foreign Encounters[DI]
BLS 3050 - Intro Adults With Disabilities[DI]
CECP 3700 – Intro. to Career Planning and Devt (DI)
CECP 3800 - Personal Growth and Development through the Lifespan (DI)
CEHD 3050- Study Abroad in Global Education (DI)
DANC 4850 - Race, Gender, and Dance[DI]
ECON 3090 - Economics of Gender and Race[DI]
ECON 3890 - Latin American Economies[DI]
ENGL 3170 - Stories of the Other[DI]
ENGL 4160 - Women In Literature[DI]
ENGL 4840 - Culture in Children's Lit[DI]
ENVS 4370 - Eco-Justice[DI]
ES 3950 - School And Society[DI]
FCS 2170 - Diverse Children,Fmlies,&Comm[DI]
FCS 3150 - Global Ecology Of The Family[DI]
GEOG 3200 - Culinary Tourism[DI]
GEOG 3400 – Cultural Tourism (DI)
GER 3280 - Fear of the Other: Xeno. the Holocaust (DI)
GIST 3100 - Global Studies in the Field[DI]
GWS 2000 - Intro Gender & Women's Studies[DI]
GWS 2010 - LGBT Studies[DI]
GWS 3200 - Women, Global & Social Change[DI]
GWS 3400 - Race, Gender and Science[DI]
GWS 3480 - Gender & Plastic Bodies[DI]
HISP 2650 - Hispanic Culture in the U.S.[DI]
HISP 2750 - Latino Writing/Latino Culture[DI]
HIST 2020 - World History to 1500[DI]
HIST 2125 - Sport in American Culture[DI]
HIST 3200 - Amer Military Hist[DI]
HIST 3260 - Native Amer Hist And Culture[DI]
HIST 3310 - Queer History[DI]
HIST 3764 - Modern Japan[DI]
HIST 3790 - WWII in US & Japanese History[DI]
HRNS 3301 - Jazz, Blues, & Harlem Renaiss[DI]
HRNS 3302 - Civil Rights & Jazz, 1950-1975[DI]
HRNS 4300 - U.S. Culture & Issues[DI]
HOL 1000 - Choices In Living[DI]
IPE 3050 - Stud Abrd/Global Learn in H&HS[DI]

Planetary Sustainability SLO (PS)
ACTY 3910 - Global Sust. Acty and Reporting (PS)
ANTE 2400 - Princ Of Cult Anthro[PS]
ANTH 3400 - World Cultures[PS]
BIOS 1050 - Environmental Biology[PS]
BUS 3961 - Sustainability Study Abroad[PS]
CCE 4850 - CCE Senior Design Project[PS]
CHEG 2611 - Environmental Engineering I[PS]
CHEM 1100 - General Chemistry I[PS]
CHEM 1110 - General Chemistry Lab I[PS]
ECON 2190 - Econ Principles Sustainability[PS]
ECON 3190 - Environmental Econ[PS]
EDMM 1500 - Intro Manufacturing[PS]
ENVS 1050 - Perspectives on Sustainability[PS]
ENVS 4150 - Environmental Law[PS]
ENVS 4160 - Worlds of Waste and Recycling[PS]
FCS 2660 - Personal Nutrition[PS]
FCS 4120 - Family Policy[PS]
GEOG 1000 - World Ecology Prblms[PS]
GEOG 1050 - Physical Geography[PS]
GEOG 2250 - Intr Meteor & Climat[PS]
GEOG 2560 - Intro to Urb, Reg, & Env Plann[PS]
GEOG 3010 - Fundamentals of GIS[PS]
GEOG 3060 - Climate:Past,Present,&Future[PS]
GEOG 3500 - Conserv/Environ Mgmt[PS]
GEOG 3550 – Contemp. Issues in Resources Mgmt (PS)
GEOG 3810 - South America[PS]
Cont- Planetary Sustainability SLO (PS)
GEOG 3820 - Mexico & Caribbean[PS]
GEOG 3860 - Geography of Africa[PS]
GEOS 1200 - Climate Change Geol Perspectiv[PS]
GPS 1500 - Intro Graphic & Printing Sci[PS]
HIST 3180 - American Environmental Hist[PS]
HPHE 1701 - Hlth & Wellness Practices[PS]
IEE 3100 - Engineering Economy[PS]
NUR 4310 - Community Based Nursing[PS]
NUR 4330 - Population Based Nursing - RN[PS]
PHIL 3160 - Ethics In Engineering & Tech[PS]
PHYS 1020 - Energy And The Environment[PS]
PSCI 4240 - Environmental Law[PS]
PSY 3456 - Behavioral Appr Sustainability[PS]
REL 2630 - Asian Religions[PS]
SCI 3090 - Explorations In Earth Science (PS)
SOC 3350 - Soc. Cont. L.A.[PS]